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Professor Charges:

U.S. Participating
9
Inlmmoral War

THE FIRST of a two-part Chess tournament, sponsored by the
Union Activities Office, was held last Sunday in the Wayne
Room. Twelve men met to battle for the Chess title which will
be determined next Sunday in the Wayne Room starting at 1 p.m.

Council Vote Slated
On New Amendment
By LARRY FULLERTON
Issue Editor
Student Council will vote Thurs- cent of the total number of studay on a proposed constitutional dents who cast votes in the most
amendment that would impower recent Student Council election.
The Council would then have two
the student body to propose legislation and in case of Council regular meetings in which to act
rejection or inaction submit the on the proposal and if no action
is taken or the Council rejects
issues to an all-campus vote.
The petition for the iniative a- the proposed legislation the promendment was submitted to the posed bill would be submitted to
council by Jack Hartman, junior the student body in an all-campus
representative, and must be pass- vote.
ed by a 2/3 vote in two successIf Council approved the bill withive council meetings to be adoptout amendment it would follow the
ed.
"It is essential legislation for course of regular legislation.
If the legislation submitted by
a moderr university," Hartman
said yesterday, adding that he the student body is amended by
feels the iniative will overcome the Council, it would then be rethe "impasse" that presently ex- turned to the petitioner for approists between the Council and the val by 3/4 of the signees of the
original petition. In the absence
student body.
"Everyone complains about stu- of approval by the signees the
dent apathy," he explained. "One legislation would be referred to
reason for the apathy is that stu- the student body in the next regdents have very few ways of di- ular all-campus election on a majority-vote basis.
rect action in government."
In that election, both the origHartman noted that currently
the "only way the student body inal proposal by the students fifld.
has any voice that is supported the version as amended by the
with power is in the annual elec- Council would be included on the
tion of the Council. They need ballot.
If 3/4 of the signees approved
another way of expressing their
the amended proposal, however,
opinions."
He said, however, that some the bill would then follow the regCouncil members have express- ular course of legislation.
In all cases in which a student
ed their objections to the iniative amendment proposal because vote was made necessary it would
"they feel it willcheapentheCoun- be included in the next regular
cil and take away some of its all-campus election.
"Some veteran members of the
powers "
Under the proposal, the student Council have reacted negatively
body could directly submit legis- to the amendment proposal belative proposals to the Council cause they feel it implies they
by presenting a petition bearing haven't been doing their job,"
signatures of at least five per he said.
"But actually that isn't the case
at all. I feel simply that the more
The weather for today is: mostly opportunities given students to
cloudy and cold.High 37-43. Partly participate in government, the betcloudy and colder tonight.
ter that government will be."

WEATHER

At that time, Dr. Hess said,
the war. He said the war was
By ROGER HOLLIDAY
having a "catastrophic" effect on the U.S. was neutral because the
Staff Writer
One of four featured speakers U.S. prestige and that unless the situation was considered a colat Sunday's Symposium on Viet U.S. withdraws this prestige is onial struggle.
Nam In the United Christian "not likely to improve."
Dr, Buford spoke on "the raFellowship Center charged that
Dr Hamilton called the U.S. in- tionale of the administrative poU.S. participation in "this immoral tervention in Viet Nam a "mon- sition in Viet Nam."
war" was a "monumental blunder" umental blunder" and said that
and that the American attitude is "falsehoods and lies" are perDr. Buford, who is a Lt. Col.
"far removed from truth, decency petrated on both sides of this In the U.S. Army Reserve, said
"immoral war."
and humanity."
that the U.S. was a world leader
More than 50University students
The idea that the South Viet- and spoke on the responsibility
and faculty members heard Dr. namese want the war is a fab- that comes with that position.
Howard Hamilton, associate prorication. Dr. Hamilton said. He
"Asia will be in turmoil," Dr.
fessor of political science and act- contended that their feelings are,
ing chairman of the department, "If you're going to have a war, Buford said, "as powers struggle
for it."
and
three
other University keep out of my rice paddy."
professors discuss the Viet Nam
Dr. Hamilton criticized U.S.
Dr. Shuck, in a talk entitled
attitude, which he said was "far "Where do we go from here,"
war.
Along with Dr. Hamilton on the removed from truth, decency, and drew on his experience in the Asian
panel were Dr. Gary Hess, assisthumanity."
theater to point out certain posant professor of history, Dr. Jos"How long," Dr. Hamilton sibilities for the future in Viet
eph C. Buford, chairman of the asked, "must the Vietnamese
Nam.
geography department, and Dr. L. suffer?"
Edward Shuck, associate professor
Dr. Hess gave the historical
One of these possibilities was
and director of the university's background of the Viet Nam sit- the idea of fighting to a staleinternational program.
uation, beginning with the situa- mate. "If this generation wants
Describing himself as a "citizen tion immediately after World War to fight, "Dr. Shuck said, "this
sorely perturbed," Dr. Hamilton II when the French tried to regain might be the best way of doing
advocated U.S. withdrawal from power in Viet Nam.
it."

Fraternities 'Facing Up'
To Discrimination - Jerome
Local fraternity chapters have
been trying to face the issue of
discrimination squarely, Dr. William T. Jerome 111 told a meeting of the Ohio General Assembly Friday on campus.
Although the local chapters have
been working on the issue, the
national headquarters of the groups
have not been wholly honest in
dealing with the question and have
been pressuring the local chapters, President Jerome said.
The University's Greek system,
with the fraternities using on-campus, publicly owned buildings, is
unique
among
Ohio
statesupported school.
The question of fraternity housing was raised as members of
the Capital
Improvements In-

Seven fraternity and one sororspection Committee discussed the
University's current building pro- ity house will be demolished in the
gram. The committee made a expansion, President Jerome said.
day-long inspection of the Univer- The University would be willing to
sity including two tours of the
(Continued on page 6)
campus.
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University officials yes- :•:
terday urged students who x
have not returned housing ap- £
plications and wish to retain-;::
their present housing ar- •:•:
rangements for the second«
semester to return the forms *:
immediately to the Housing:;;:
Office.
g
Late applications will be ;•:•
placed on a waiting list, of- :•;■
ficials said.
;••:
Freshman Student Council g
applications are also due to- S
day at the Student Activities g
Office in the Alumni House. •:•;

UNIVERSITY WOMEN study one of the displays featured during
the "Sorority Pin Parade" last Sunday, sponsored by Ponhellenic Council. A movie depicting sorority life was shown in
the Grand Ballroom. Afterwards women went to assigned
houses to meet sorority members and ask questions about Greek

life.
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"Forward To The 19th Century!'

France's De Gaulle:
U.S. Friend Or Foe?
By The Associated Press
France's President De Gaulle has been acting less like a U.S.
ally than an adversary. Now that he has announced his intention
to run for re-election in December, the U.S. presumably can expect from him more of the same dedication to diminishing American
influence in France and Europe in the years to come.
There is no doubt at all in anyone's mind that De Gaulle will be
elected. His victory is considered in Paris and in Washington beyond question.
The number one problems for America and its allies as far as
France is concerned is De Gaulle's attitude toward the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).
His critics say he is trying to wreck NATO by reshaping—if
he can--as he wants. French officials say he is just trying to get
complete independence for France, in all respects--defense, economic and diplomatic.
This is why De Gaulle is opposed to the integration of the NATO
command. He maintains that integration is subordination by another
name.
He has threatened that France will drop out of the military alliance
if integration is not scrapped by 1969.
But he has not yet eleaborated how he wants NATO changed. Apparently he would like to see bilateral military agreements between
the member nations similar to the pre-world-war-1 set up.
Wahsington is expecting to hear exactly what France has in mind
about NATO some time next year.
De Gaulle's refusal to say what he wants, until the moment he
wants it, has, according to (AP) writer Richard O'Malley in Paris,
made his allies nervous.
If France quits NATO, and NATO allies are preparing for any
contingency, then U.S. bases on French soil will hang in the balance.
It is said that De Gaulle objects to not having overt control over
the bases. French officials back this up by pointing out that at one
big transient base in France U.S. troops can lie flown in and sent off
to assignments in France without any visa control.
While NATO is seen as the biggest single problems in relations
between France and the U.S. De Gaulle has focused on other targets,
too, in an effort to reduce American influence in Furope.
For a time, American involvement in Viet Nam was attacked.
De Gaulle wants a neutralized Southeast Asia and insists that the
U.S. can never achieve a victory in Viet Nam.
He has put this issue aside lately, but without backing down.
Then, in Europe, the French president tried to lure West Germany
into the French camp with a cooperation treaty. This project has
almost withered away because West Germany refuses to shelve its
close ties with the U.S. or its demand that West Germany have a say
in nuclear strategy.
In the European Common Market, De Gaulle has struck out alone,
opposing his five partners and their plans for gradual progression
toward a "supra-national" unit in Europe.
To this end he has staged a boycott of the Common Market over
the pooling of agricultural funds. Again, he wants a France free from
anything that might hamper its independence.
Also he has acted against U.S. involvement in the French Economy by resisting the spread of American investment. He has called
for some new international monetary unit to replace the U.S. dollar,
and he has siphoned off U.S. gold by cashing in his dollar reserve.
The French president has turned East, too. First, he recognized
Red China. Now he is showing a warmth toward the Soviet Union,
seen as one manifestation of his desire to extend French influence.
Nonetheless, De Gaulle appears to feel that France is traditionally
a U.S. ally and will continue to be. Why, then, if Charles De Gaulle
is an ally, does he advance policies that appear anything but friendly?
A French official explains: "We can never forget what America
did for us in World War 11 and afterward. But France is in long
pants now. She wants to stand on her own feet...leaning on nobody."
In his memoirs, De Gaulle wrote: ' France cannot be France
without glory." He is determined to create a France to be reckoned
with, a France which is Europe's leader.
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Sure-Fire
Deferment:
Bed-Wetting
By GEORGE BRAATZ
Columnist
I have often wondered what
method of draft dodging I will
use when I loose my conveted
2-S status when I leave college.
It is easy to get information
about how to dodge the draft.
Recommendations keep popping up
everywhere if you are attentive.
Newsweek Magazine, Nov. 1,
1965, published a story called ,
"The ABC's of Draft Dodging."
It specifically listed a dozen surefire methods of escapting possible
Viet Nam duty.
The last of their plans was
probably the easiest to put into
effect.
They simply called it,
"Bedwettlng."
They suggested, "Tell them youwet the bed when you're away
from home. If they don't defer
you, prove it when you're inducted."
Art Buchwald, nationally-known
columnist, who has a keen perspective in all controversial questions, has his own method. It
deals with reverse psychology.
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From Our Readers
f

IFC Can Do'
Public Service
To the Editor:
Two news stories on Page 1
of last Tuesday's B-G News have
relevance to a proposal I should
like to make, though there is no
obvious relationship between the
two.
I refer to the account of the
unfortunate tragedy and death of
two of our University students,
and to the story about the "Bad
Public Image" of the Greek organizations on campus.
Mr. Smith's comments about
public resistance to fraternity projects are valid, for it is true
that there is a considerable negative public relations attitude toward the Greek organizations,
most of which has little foundation
in fact on this campus, as far
as I can observe.
There is no student, faculty
member or administrator who was
not shocked at the accident which
took the lives of these students,
and none who would not seek some
means of preventing a similar
occurrence.
The proposal below should serve
two ends: most important, to help
to awaken and maintain an interest
in safe driving; but also to enhance the reputation and standing
of Greek societies on campus,
and bring favorable attention to
the University as a whole.
For want of a better designation,
I suggest a continuous "C-A-ND-O" campaign, meaning "Committee to Avoidance of Negligent
Driving Operations." Sound unwieldly, doesn't it? So, find a
better onel
It is suggested that:
1. The IFC formulate a safety
commission empowered to formulate a set of standards for safety
practices involving both driver
and car of each fraternity member.
2. This commission will administer a monthly inspection and
recording of established safety
practices for each member and
his automobile - - tail lights,
brakes, driving habits, including
arrests, warnings, and citations
both from Student Court and outside authorities, on some uniform

Mr. Buchwald advises the draft
dodger to go immediately to his
nearest Selective Service Office
and explain that he wishes to leave
in the next draft call.
If things go as planned, the
case will be turned over directly
to the local psychiatrist who will
give the applicant a 4-F status:
mentally disabled.

None of these ideas personally
appealed to me however, and I
constantly worried until I saw
standard basis.
an Associated Press news re3. Upon this evaluation, publicly lease*
This release listed "critical
announce the winning organization
occupations" which were conas the safest chapter of the month.
sidered to be draft-exempt.
4. The program be made conI wasn't too impressed as I
tinuous throughout the school year,
began scanning the list. It started
and special recognition given to
out with such things as biophythe fraternity which has mainsicist, engineering phychologist,
tained the best record throughout
orthopedic appliance technician
the year, and perhaps to the group
and
things like that.
which has shown the greatest improvement In safety practices.
Simply too much training would
be
needed to get me Into those
5. The program be resumed
the following year, and contin- occupations .
uously thereafter, for this is not
But as I continued to progress
a one-shot affair, but a contin- down the list things began to look
uous effort to preach safety and more promising.
to practice it before an audience
of more than 10,000 persons.
Patternmakers ... electronics
mechanic... die maker ... glass
6. Special attention be given
blower. My eyes abruptly halted
to inspection of vehicles and
here for a
moment. "Glass
driving habits at vacation periods
blower," I thought, "people al--length of period the individual
ways say I'm filled with a lot
drives without rest, number of
of hot air, maybe..."
passengers, condition of car and
condition of traffic and weather,
I changed my mind right away
with resulting score made a part because even this job take much
of fraternity record for the month. training and experience, and be7. Special efforts by any organ- sides I don't think I'm filled with
ization, such as safety meetings, hot air.
displays, car checks for the enThen my eyes fell on "intire student, body, and other acstrument repairman," and I knew
tivities which drive horns the need
this was the occupation for me.
for safety be given special credit.
It didn't specify exactly what
Each fraternity member should
enter this program with the idea kind of instruments I had to know
of becoming the safest possible how to repair, but since I played
driver on campus, and making his trumpet in high school, and this
fraternity the most safety con- is an instrument, and I could
always fix sticky valves and
scious organization at BGSU,
mouthpieces that were stuck, I
If Greek organizations on this figured I could qualify as an incampus are really made of cam- strument fepainman.
pus leaders--and 1 believe the
But 1 realized that I couldn't
campus leadership potential here
truly is imposing--students and just say I was an instrument reThey would check.
faculty would be happy to follow pairman .
in a crusade to eliminate future 1 would actually have to be one.
tragedies similar to that which
So I make an appeal to all you
visited our campus this week.
music majors and whomever else
Shall we make Bowling Green may be concerned.
safety conscious or shall we conIf you have a trumpet (or coronet
tinue to say, "Well,...it's one of
for that matter), that has sticky
those things?"
valves or a mouthpiece that is
RaymDnd W. Derr sruck, give me acallimmedicately
Professor of Journalism ... please I

''I
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Advocates Declaration Of War

To the
editor:
ie editorI like to think of myself as a
civilized young man who is aware
of the value of peace, and would
like to see the world achieve it.
However, I think the time has
come for the United States Congress todeclarewaronCommunist
Viet Naml
What are we doing in Viet Nam?
We are fighting an undeclared
war for the safety of democracy
and liberty. We are fighting a
sneaky war where our enemy stabs
us in the back.
We are fighting an enemy that
uses some English and American
equipment, and is supported by
such organizations as the "May
2nd Movement", or other traitors
that are making fools out of us
by giving blood and money that
should be ours, to the enemyl
Youths are burning their draft
cards; they are picketing; and if
the law gets a hand on them,
they scream and take refuge behind their constitutional rights,
rights that they would not possess
if there weren't some courageous
men fighting to safeguard them.
If war were declared, our enemy would have come out and
fight in the open, for it would
be his only chance to stop our
forces from invading.
If war were declared, there
could be no more protests from
within our country, for it would
be too late to stop a conflict.
I realize the risks of such a
decision.
But I do not intend
ever to live in a world where my
liberty would be threatened.
I would rather die fighting for
it than backing down from every
encounter and see myself slowly
being surrounded.
What is happening in Viet Nam
cannot be called war, for our
country has never been committed
to engage in it. And our men
who are dying are not dying for
America or for liberty, because
America and liberty do not exist
as long as there are divided in
protests.
If we are to stand free and united,
let us declare war on North Viet
Nam and Communism.
Richard T. Dunbar
314 Rodgers

More Papers
To the editor:
With an ever expanding student
body, the size of Bowling Green
State University has grown to the
enrollment of 10,000 students.
The campus is growing also and
with it more news events are avail-
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able
to the B-G News. With
the size of the student body, the
faculty, university employees, and
alumni there are nearly 15,000
people wanting to read the news
events of this campus.
It seems with this size of circulation, the staff responsible for
publishing the B-G News should
print moe than 8,000 copies. This
amount alone does not cover the
student body.
The distribution of the paper also
has
its
demerits. At
nine o'clock in the morning, the
areas of the University Union and
University Hall are completely
barren of copies, yet in Harshman
there are over 100 copies of an
issue dated the week before.
Dan Claxton
Delta Tau Delta

Free Elections
To the editor:
Mr. Warner (Nov. 2), in replying to my earlier letter of Oct.
26, consistently misspells my
name, which is only one instance
of his inability to appreciate facts,
Yes. I'm talking about the right
to self-determination; yes, I'm
talking about free elections. The
Geneva Accords provided (July 21,
1964) for Viet Nam elections within two years.
These would have been honest
elections, supervised by the UN
in both halves of Viet Nam. It
was obvious that Ho Chi Minh
would have won these elections
(this was the opinion of Eisenhower, Mandate for Change, and
of John F. Kennedy, Strategy for
Peace, p. 88).
A month earlier, however, the
United States had installed Ngo
Dinh Diem in South Viet Nam,
and Mr. Diem refused to allow
these elections; the Viet Minh
(predecessor to Viet Cong) appealed repeatedly to Geneva, with

no success. I'm talking , Mr.
Warner, about self-determination
and free elections.

Teacher's Salary

Why aren't parents interested
In our teachers who advance our
children's education? Most parTo the editor:
ents are leaving it up to our
The Viet Cong are still popular
Yea, here we go, embarking
in South Viet Nam. How else do onn a career in that wonderful schools to raise, educate, and "adthey manage to control almost half world of kids. My best friend Just" our kids in society.
the area In South Viet Nam today? is pulling down $160
It costs money to get this Job
a week
Official US estimates of Viet Cong In the steel mill while I become done, so why didn't State Issue
troops are from 140,000 to 165,000 a student teacher at half that #1 pass the other day? It is
men. We have 150,000 US troops figure,1 after spending four years for the simple reason that parIn South Viet Naml
and $7,000 on a coUege education. ents think their children can still
get a good education without paying
We also have 600,000South VietSure, I think I will love the "one cent more." And that's Just
namese troops--yet we will never profession, but how the heck is what it Involved—a penny increase
win a war like this, where the a guy going to support a wife on our state sales tax.
populace, for good reasons, dis- and three kids on $5000 a year.
How wrong these parents are to
likes us.
Of course I can "moonlight" by
think
we can support our schools
driving the school bus and selDid you know, Mr. Warner, that ling mushrooms and miniature with bond issues alone for some
two and a quarter million Ohio
the chairman of the Joint Chiefs trees door to door.
school children.
of Staff reports that desertion rate?
of the South Viet Nam army have
They say that the teaching proAs future parents, I hope we may
been as high as 10,000 men a fession is improving and that we
month, and are now only "some- will, soon gain as much respect become more interested (let's try
what better" (New Republic, Nov. as doctors and lawyers in the "Involved") in the welfare of our
children's education.
6, 1965, p. 6)?
community.
Some day, teachers, we'll get
I want the United States to be
However, what about our sal- results, but only if we educate
liked by the world. I want to stop aries? What can we do as future
our students to the Importance of
killing Vietnamese civilians and teachers of America to rally for
financially backing our country's
American soldiers. I want free our cause?
great educational system.
elections wherever the UN can
get them.
What do you want,
There appears to be only one
It's importance of education
Mr. Warner?
solution : to firmly support a along the way.
national teacher's union when it
Charles Nicol comes into existence in the near
David Pheiffer
Graduate Student future.
Newman Foundation

FOREIGN
CAR
lIPAIRS
FREE ESTIMATES

SERVICE IS AN
ART WITH US
When you need top imported (or American) car
care, trust it to us. We'll
handle it quickly, efficiently, and economically.

SPENCER
AUTO SERVICE
420 Clouah St. Ph. 353-0171

fadzinq
MAPAND 7
LETTER CADDY

NOTHING LIKE IT ANYWHERE
Attaches instantly to most surfaces in your car,
home, or office. Holds maps, letters, cards, pans
and pencils within easy reach when you want them.
Beautifully chrome plated to look perfect anywhere,
AND ... at only $1.00 each. You will want several
for yourself ... and dozens for gifts that are DIFFERENT!
And, of course, your money refunded
unless you are tickled pink.
Just
The faW Gift
send name, address, and check or
or Porry Prix*
money order to A. P. & S. SYSTEMS,
ORDER NUWH
NOW!!
f4b
945 W. /th
7th M.,M.
St.,St. Paul, Minn. 99IU&
55102.
UKUCK

NEW SELECTION-JUST ARRIVED
HOPSACK from HAGGER
NO MORE PRESSING - EVER - WHEN THE GENTLEMEN WEARS
THESE TROUSERS FROM HAGGER AND H.I.S.. THEY DEFY
WRINKLING, WEARING AFTER WEARING, WASH AFTER WASH.
HAGGER'S ONLY AT THE CLOTHES RACK.

Clothes

FILL IN AND RETURN WITH YOUR CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
A.P.tS. SYSTEMS. »4» W. TTH STREET. ST. PAUL. MINN. 65102
PLEASE SEND ME ... . CADOIES • 11.00 EACH.
NAME

TOTAL $

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

. .

ADDRESS
CITY ... ,

TRADITIONAL OUTFITTERS OF GENTLEMEN
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Kappa Sigs Visit City Fire Station

News Personnel
To Attend SDX

After a chaotic fire drill three
weeks ago. Officer Melvin Jones
" *Tis better to be burned than of the University Police Dept.reccommended that the Kappa Sigs
shot down."
Two persons from the UniverUntil recently, this was the mend their ways.
sity will be among more than 600
philosophy of the members of
So, to promote interest and ennewsmen, college journalism stuKappa Sigma social fraternity thusiasm in the house, Fire Mardents and teachers attending
toward fire drills. All except, shall Boyce posted a sign offering
the 56th anniversary convention
one, that is—Fire Marshall Alan an all-expenses-paid tour of the
of Sigma Delta Chi, professional
M. Boyce who takes his job very Bowling Green Fire Dept.
journalism society, Wednesday
seriously.
"It all started out as a joke,"
through Saturday in Los Angeles.
"When the fire alarm rings, I said Boyce. "But then about 40
don my white fire helmet, grab brothers signed up, so we had
Fredric F. Endres, president of
my flashlight and assume leader- to go ahead and arrange the tour."
the undergraduate chapter of SDX,
ship," says Boyce.
and Wallace B. Eberhard, adviser,
So at 11:00 last Saturday mornr
Other members of the fraternity,
will leave tomorrow evening for
however, did not share his attitude. ing, the brothers of Kappa Sigma
the convention.
visited the Bowling Green Fire
Endres also is editor of the
Dept.
B-G News, and Mr. Eberhard is
"The firemen gave us a splendid
adviser to the newspaper.
demonstration of their equipment
Delegates from the society's
and facilities," said Boyce. "We
172
chapters in the United States
were
shown
a
1,000
gallon
pumper
Air Force and Army ROTC units
and overseas will be addressed
will observe Veterans Day today and given a demonstration on how
by leading figures in journalism
with special ceremonies to be held they fight fires."
and government.
at Wood County Courthouse.
A highlight of the program was
The Drill Team, the Drum and the ladder truck. The truck was
Keynote speaker will be BerBugle Corps, and the Chorus will taken outside and its 75-foot ladder
nard Kilgore, president of the
represent the Air Force ROTC extended. "The program was so
Wall Street Journal and the
and the Pershing Rifles, Special interesting we are now thinking of
society's national honorary presiForces, and the Band will repre- showing some fire safety movies,"
dent.
sent the Army ROTC.
said Boyce.
Malcolm
Browne, SDX-and
An American flag will be prePulitzer-prize
winning foreign
After the program, the Kappa
sented to the city of Bowling Green.
correspondent now with the AmeriSigs
offered
to
take
their
hosts
Mayor Gus Skibbie, Col. William
can Broadcasting Co, will return
V.N. Grace, professor of mili- out for refreshments. However, THE BROTHERS of Koppa Sigma inspect a hook-a nd-ladder
from VietNamtodiscuss coverage
duty
called
and
the
firemen
decided
Bowling
Green
Fire
Departtruck
during
a
fire
safety
tour
of
the
tary science, Lt. Colonel Wesley
of fighting there.
K. Hoffman, professor of aero- to remain at their posts. "They ment. Alan Boyce, Kappa Sigma fire marshall, initiated the tour.
didn't
think
the
mayor
would
apspace studies, and city officials
prove," said Boyce.
will be present.
The greatest amount of blood
donated in the University bloodWE CAN SHORTEN YOUR COATS
mobile program since the Korean
AND SKIRTS TO THE NEW LENGTH
War was realized last Wednesday,
Craig W. Morton, director of the
bloodmobile program, announced
yesterday.
By MARGUERITE WILLIAMS
Staff Writer

Convention In LA

ROTC Schedules
Vet Day Program

Blood Donations

IFC Conference
Probes Problems

University Theater
Casts Productions

fraternity cooperative food buying.
Discussion concerning fraternity rush centered around the
Four areas of fraternal involve- transitional stage of the rush proRoles for the next two Univerment--finance, rush, social and gram at the University and the intethe greek image--were featured gration of formal and informal sity Theater productions have been
cast. Dr. Allen N. Kepke, assisat the Interfraternity Council rush.
tant professor of speech, announcPresident's Conference last SaturVarious fraternity social life ed yesterday.
day at the Island House, Port Clinton. The conference was attended problems, including in-house parLead characters for "Journey's
ties and the University's policies
by University fraternity presidents
End,"
scheduled for performance
concerning alcoholic beverage
and treasurers.
regulation, were also discussed. Jan. 12 through 16, include Basil
Drew as Stanhope, John BeuschIFC President,StephenO'Bryan,
The greek image topic suggested lein as Raleigh, and John Myers
began the conference asking all of
the representatives to discuss the elimination of the negative as Osborne.
The supporting cast includes
"freely and honestly" their greek image and the promotion
Dave
Farmer, Clarence Bahs,
of
the
University
and
a
university
particular chapter problems. FolWilliam Hill and Stephen Sasala.
lowing two one-hour sessions the community image.
Other cast members are Gaylon
representatives met as a group for
Kennedy,
James
Erbe, Paul
dinner and a short talk by Wallace
Retsch,
David
Shaw
and James
W.Taylor, dean of men.
Lehmann.
Dean Taylor spoke of the fraterA bill of two one-act plays is
scheduled for performance Wednity image and the position of the
nesday, Dec. 15, in the Carnation
fraternities now and In the future.
He also expressed the need for a
Room.
total fraternity and individual
Marcia
Stroman,
Robert
chapter evaluation conducted with
Martens and Harold Wyndham are
cast in "The Florist Shop."Maurby each fraternity In coordination
een Brigham, Edward Francis and
with IFC.
Robert Foster will appear in "the
Following another discussion
Brute."
session, the Anteans, greek recogRequired meeting will be held
nition society, presented sum- Tues„ Nov. 9, at 4:00 p.m. in
maries of each of the discussion Room 140 of Overman Hall for
topics.
all freshman women majoring or
minoring in Health and Physical
The treasurer's conference, led Education.
by
Gene
Hessv_y, assistant
Upperclass women majoringor
treasurer of the University, con- minoring in HPE are required to
cerned questions involving frater- attend if they have not completed
nity budgets, collection of money, HPE 210.
housing and the pros and cons of
By BILL FISCHER
Staff Writer
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COEDS

FAST SERVICE ON ALL
REPAIRS & ALTERATIONS.

I\ "For
.. IMF
*i
Your Clothes
\

T.LC.

/

^^
lender
/
^Roving CoreL'^

FREE DELIVERY ON PRE-PAID ORDERS OF $1 OR MORE

SEGALLS
SANITARY DRY CLEANERS
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN HALL

ST. JOHNS
BAY RUM and LIME COLOGNE

Portraits by

RENT

HOWARD

WHAT YOU
NEED

Photographer
we specialize in
student photography
Portraits with
that natural likeness
432ft E.Woostvr

Party Supplies
Small Tools
TRUCKS - TRAILERS

BEE GEE
RENTAL
125 W. P0E RD.
Phone 352-1604

After Shave Lotion
plus
Other Bay and Lime Scented Toiletries
Fragrances that are suave yet swashbuckling, blended
and sealed in the West Indies according to original Virgin
Island formulas. Each bottle is handsomely garbed in
native-woven palm frond jacket.

DORSEY DRUGS
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS BEHIND BURGER CHEF.
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On The Air
WBGU
RADIO REVIEW
TUESDAY, NOV. 9
5:30
Dr. Posin's Giants
6:00
Channel 70 News
6:30
Falcon Focus
' 7:00
What's New?
7:30..Dateline: United Nations
8:00
Managers in Action
• 8:30
Congress of Strings
10:00
News Headlines

,

WBGU-TV

3:28
j 3:30
"4:00
5:00
6:00
'6:10
'6:15
6:30
. 7:00
8:00
9:25
9:30
[r 10:00

TUESDAY, NOV. 9
Sign On
German and Germany
World's Famous Music
Dinner Music
News
Around the Campus
Over the Back Fence
Musicale Da Capo
Evening Concert
Classical Music
News
Australian Profiles
Sign Off

Animals Given
Swimming Pools
DENVER (AP)--Luxury living
has reached the animal world.
An official of the Union Stock
Yards here reports swimming
pools are practically necessities
in the cattle yards. The pools
cool off the animals and make
|. them more comfortable, and also
' contain an insecticide to kill harmful parasites.
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J965 University Plan
May Get Laughs, TOG
By MARILYN DRAPER
Feature Editor
So you thought the University's
long-range plan of 1918 was funny,
did you? Well, chances are, the
Bowling Green University student
of 2125 will get a few laughs from
our long-range plan of 1965 too,
once they dig it out of the files
of the antiquated 10-story libraryl
Place yourself in the year 2125.
Can you begin to imagine the University's physical plant? The very
things we need most today will
probably be obsolete by that time.
I can just hear them chuckling
over the parking lots now planned.
Who needs parking space in 2125?
Certainly not a University studentl
All he has to do is buckle up
his strap-on rocket for a quick
trip to class, or wherever else
he may want to go.
The strap-on rockets really
caught on fast at the University.
When the administration discovered they could cut the traveling
time needed between classes to
10 seconds, they required that
every
upperclassman purchase
one.
Freshmen don't have to have
them because they've already been
equipped with the traditional brown
and orange anti-gravity beanies,
but, after a year of intensified
use, any anti-gravity beanie is
going to be run down so it's
really more economical to buy the
strap-on rocket for the remain-

CONKLIN MEN prepare to paint the home of a Bowling Green
resident, Mrs. Electa V. Abbott, 844 First St. Fifteen men
participated in ♦he house-painting, which was one of Conklin's
service projects.

Conklin Aids BG Resident
Conklin Hall's. Special Events
Committee aided a Bowling Green
resident last Saturday through its
organized service projects branch.
Fifteen men of Conklin, supervised by James Nichols, committee
chairman, painted the house of
Mrs. Abbott, an elderly widow who
has lived on First St. since 1912,
[I supplements her income by caning
chairs.
The project committee also
helped Mrs . Abbott by cleaning
"the yard, trimming hedges and
cutting grass.

Education Bill
Signed By LBJ
SAN MARCOS, Tex. (AP)-President Johnson combined the
past with the future yesterday
as he returned to Southwest Texas
State College, his alma mater, to
sign the $2.6 billion higher education bill.
In his prepared speech, Johnson
said that because of the bill 140,000
students will be in college next year
with federal help. The President
also said the bill means that no
qualified student will be turned
away from college because his
family is poor.

The city of Bowling Green donated a truck and a driver while
other supplies were donated by the
University. Several local business
firms also donated supplies for
the project.

THE UNIVERSITY, as we know it today, expands eastward highlighted by construction of
a towering ten-story library and an impressive
stadium. These and other recent constructions

ing three years at the University.
Imagine getting to class in 10
secondsl Why, even the University
monorail couldn't get you to class
in less than 30 seconds, and besides, the monorail system was
completely inadequate. It was just
not big enough to meet the needs
of 75,000 students and the lines
at the boarding stations were ridiculously long.
Now, what about these dining
halls that the 1965 plan calls for?
You'd think they never heard of
vitamin pills. Of course, in those
days vitamins were only a supplement to full-scale meals. Think
of the time they wasted each day,
just eat ing I
Ah, those beautniks are in seventh heaven since the Bowling
Green weather has been regulated.
A few years ago they tried
to heat the whole campus with
a glass dome that completely covered every building and kept the
whole place at a cozy 78 degrees
the year round with atomic power.
This didn't work out too well,
howevc, because the inside of the
dome got steamed up and the resulting humidity was positively
unbearable.
But now the satellite takes care
of everything: temperature, humidity, precipitation and barometric pressure!
Regulated
weather certainly
makes it easier to get the foot-

evident the growing need of University facilities. Yet, the year 2125 may find the same
structures antiquated, if not gone.

ball field in good shape for every
game, even though it is a lot bigger than it was in 1965. We had
to enlarge it when we joined the
Inter-Planetary League to compensate for the punting ability
of our outer-space friends.
The 1965 long-range plan doesn't
seem to include the University
missile base either. How did they
expect eveyone to get to Mars
on Migration Weekend?

Amazing isn't it—the changes
that can take place in a mere
160 years? But the fact that the
plan of 1965 was not followed
doesn't seem to bother too many
people. After all, a long-range
plan must be flexible to be good.
In the words of Keith W. Trowbridge. University research analyst, "We are not limited by what
we can do, but only by what wour
imaginations will let us do."

announcing...
SPECIAL FARE Charter EXPRESS Bus Service From
Campus to Cleveland and New York City November 23,
returning November 28.
CLEVELAND ROUND TRIP $7.35
NEW YORK ROUND TRIP $33.75
for further information call

Bowling Green Travel Center
139 E. WOOSTER

354-8171

Spy stuff or sportswear, it's attention to detail that
counts! And here's a V-neck pullover by Revere with
perfection in every detail. The action saddle shoulder
styling is full-fashioned for perfect fit. There's "stayin-shape" ribbing where it matters most. The soft
lamhswool is completely machine washable/dryable.
The details add up to rugged good looks and long
wear "as worn by James Bond—007".
&10 QC

Graeber^Nichols
Men & Women
Downtown
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Officials Discuss Housing, Fees World NeWS Roundup
(Continued from page 1)
rebuild the houses on campus if the
can be built as cheaply as dormitory accommodations and if the
social groups can convince the administration that they are not discriminating in their membership.
At the present time, the administration has the right to locate any
student in a fraternity house if
the social group cannot fill its
rooms with its own members,
President Jerome noted. He said
that he has suggested to the
groups that they invite members
of minority groups to live in
their houses when vacancies
occur*
He explained that fraternities
were brought on the campus by
earlier presidents and said their
presence in publicly owned fac-

llities causes a problem today.
He said he would welcome advice on how to solve the problem
The fact that University dormitories are overoccupied, with six
students in many four-man rooms,
was brought out in questions directed to President Jerome and
Ervln J. Krelscher, University
financial vice president.The neeessity for this came with the construction will be the last one of
it's size and smaller units designed
to accommodate the annual enrollment increase will be constructed in the future.
Mr. Krelscher said students in
overcrowded rooms are charged
the same rate as those in normal
occupancy rooms. The surplus
created goes into a fund to build
new dormitories, he said.
uji
. _I....JJ.IUIIJI.. .
■

LOST

KEYS,
with Prout key, Union
locker key, luggage key, Jewelry key; in a black key case with
gold folew emblem.
If found,
contact Ellen, 223 Prout.
Altoona High School boy's ring.
Class of 1961. JRH engraved inside. Contact Julie, 212 Prout.
FOR SALE

VVV, 1965 Deluxe Sedan.
10,000 miles. 353-2485.

Under

renault DAUPHINF-; 4-door, automatic drive, front scat bills,
permanent anti-free/e, in excellent condition. Phone 352-3585 after 5 p.m.
6-string steel Kay guitar. $50.
Contact Kathy Brant, Chi Omega.
Ext. 496 after 6:00.

The $25 incidental fee paid by
the students goes into the local
capital improvements fund, with
the use of the money not specified
on the bill paid by the student but
indicated in the catalog.Since September the fee has been put toward
a $7.5 million bond issue which
will be used for a stadium, an ice
arena, buildings for student services and the health service, Mr.
Krelscher said,
Dr. Jerome said the University
TV center was built with student
fees but should have been constructed with state money. He said
the money was not asked for from
the state because the need was
immediate and it takes timo to get
the money from the State Legislature. He added that the state
contribution to the new library was
inadequate and only the federal
contribution permitted the erection
of a satisfactory building.
Dr. Jerome said he disagrees
with the State Board of Regents
policy on approving PhJD programs
at state universities . He said
the
University has several pro&™mf 'r would like t0 s,tart "2
added l
J" <he treSents ' sat on
°"f. »PP"catlon for seven months,
Mr
' Krelscher asked the legislators for help in repealing the
authority the regents now have over
land
Purchases by state univer-

SAIGON (AP)-- U.S. officials
reported yesterday that troops of
the U.S. 173rd Airborne Brigade
killed 110 Viet Cong guerrillas in
a fierce battle about 15 miles
north of Bien Hoa.
The reports said the enemy
force wore steel helmets and uniforms of a type not previously
seen in South Viet Nam.
U.S. casualties were reported
to be moderate and the Viet Cong
apparently abandoned the area.
In the air war, U.S. planes
blasted another Soviet-bulk missile site in North Viet Nam--the
seventh in four days.
A U.S. spokesman said the weekend raids destroyed two sites and
heavily damagedfive others. Seven
U.S. aircraft were lost and seven
airmen were reported missing.

spaceflight probably was causec
by a "hard start."
This was described as "something like the backfire of an automobile engine."
An Air Force announcement said
review boards have not definitely
established the cause but a "hard
start" of the Agena's main engine
was the most likely explanation
The Agena broke apart six
minutes and 10 seconds after it
was launced from Cape Kennedy.

NEW YORK (A P)--Dorothy Ktlgallen, a radio and television per
sonality and newspaper columnist,
was found dead yesterday in her
New York home. She was 52.

A member of the family said'
she died in her sleep, apparently
WASHINGTON (AP)-- The Air of a heart attack.
Force said yesterday the failure
She had not been ill. She hau \
of an Agena rocket to achieve
orbit which resulted in the scrub- three children—two sons and a I
bing of last month's Gemini 6 daughter.

Nw""leaVing-new "one"'bedroom
apartments, available February 1,
1966. Designed for married students. Completely furnished, carpeted. air conditioning, laundry
facilities, inner courtyard, spaclous storage. Three blocks from
University. No children, no pets.
$95 per month. Contact Mrs. sities wltn monev other than that
Charles R. Jones at 1021 Carol appropriated by the state. It takes
Rd. or Charles F. Jones at S.F. time t0 «et reS^s' approval and
corner of Second and High Streets. the delay can cost monev' MrKreischer said.
State representative Charles
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Kurfess, head of the committee,
said he did not think the inspecKarate-Kas invited to practice with tion revealed anything requiring
Shudokan Gokyo. See Glenn, Alpha legislative action but added that
Sigma 1'hi.
the comments on the regents were
"interesting." He also said that
"
student fees should not be used
for facilities not for student serWanted: riders to N. Jersey or vkes> but the funds should c(mu.
NYC. Call Jinxy. 353-1653.
from tht, Legisiature.

Win The "U" Shops

H0PPY
HOLI DAY
AT
THE PLAYBOY CLUB
Bunny Bay — Jamaica
REGISTER FREE
Local "IT- Shop Prizes
Fashionable "U" - Shop Wardrobes

n

Booth Newspapers
"Business Side" Offers
Fine Career Opportunities
Have a feeling that sales ... or perhaps advertising
. . . are for you?
If you do, chances are more than good that Booth
Michigan Newspapers can provide fine career possibilities in both these fields.
You don't necessarily have to be a news writer to
carve out a successful career In newspaper work.
Booth, with its nine daily papers and its 2,000 employees, has career opportunities in national, retail
and classified advertising, and in the vitally important circulation field—as well as in editorial.
Booth conducts an excellent training program.
You'll find, too, that salaries, pensions and other
benefits are comparable to those offered by other
branches of business and industry.
Yes, Booth Newspapers has much to offer college
graduates. If you're undecided as to where your business future Hes—why not consider Booth. It could be
a decision that brings you a lifetime of security,
happiness and satisfaction.
Ask your Placement Officer for the date and time of
Booth Newspapers' visit to your campus, or write
Coordinator, Training Program, Booth Newspapers, Inc.,
Suite 2100,211 West Fort Street, Detroit, Michigan 48226.

BOOTH NEWSPAPERS
132 CAST WOOSTER ST. • PHONE 352-5UI
■ OWtINO GREEN, OHIO

• OHIO STATE
•0HI0U.

• U. OF KENTUCKY
• U. OF FLORIDA

THE ANN ARBOR NEWS • THE BAY CITY TIMES • THE FLINT

• PURDUE
• MIAMI

JOURNAL • THE GRAND RAPIDS PRESS • JACKSON CITIZEN
PATRIOT
•
KALAMAZOO GAZETTE
•
THE MUSKEGON
CHRONICLE • THE SAGINAW NEWS • THE YPSILANTI PRESS
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Miami Clinches Tie,
Edges Toledo, 20-16
i Miami's Redskins held off a
late rally by upset-minded Toledo
and went on to win 20-16 Saturday. Redskin quarterback Bruce
|-Matte scored what proved to be
the winning touchdown on a 30yard run with 2:19 remaining
| ,jn the fourth quarter. The victory
insured the Redskins of at least
a tie for the MAC championship.
Miami scored first as Joe Ko■ar plunged over from the one in
the second quarter. TU came back
to score on a 14-yard pass from
John Schneider to Henry Burch.
|<The score at halftime was 7-7
Kozar scored again in the third
period on a two-yard run. Once
I ^again Toledo came back to score
as Schneider hit Nick Kushner
on a 40-yard pass and run play.
TU took the lead when Lurly
|»Archambeau caught Ernie Bremer
in the end zone for a safety as
Bremer attempted to run a punt
back. But Miami was not to be
denied as Matte lead the Redskins
on an 80- yard drive for the final
touchdown. The drive was high-

lighted by a brilliant reception
by John Erisman on a fourth and
17 play with about 2:30 left in
the game. Matte wasted no time
in scoring as he skirted around his
own right end for 30-yards and
the TD which assured Miami at
least a share of the M\C crown.
In other action around the league. Western Michigan handed Ohio
University its eighth straight loss
by defeating the Bobcats 17-6.
The Broncos never trailed, as
they scored all their 17 points
before 0U scored on a four- yard
run
by Wash Lyons. Western
Michigan scoring was evenly distributed as An Willick and Gary
Jennings each scored a touchdown.
MAC

STANDINGS

Miami
Bowling Green
Western Mich.
Kent State
Toledo
Marshall

W
5
4
3
2
1
1

L
1
1
2
2
4
3

T
0
0
1
1
0
0

Ohio U.

0

4

0

Butwid's Twin Goals
Pace Boofers' Upset
By TIM CHURCHILL
Sports Writer
Two third-period goals byTerry
[Butwid led the Bowling Green
soccer team to a 3-2 upset win
I over Ohio University Saturday.
Doug Lorenzen's tally in the
I first period for BG was the only
goal either team could muster in
Lthe first half.
With about five minutes gone
in the third period, John Eastman broke through the Bowling
JSreen defense and drilled a shot
I past Falcon goalie Bob Hall. Less
I than a minute later, Alex Downie
beat Hall with a bouncing shot
yhich barely eluded Hall's attempted diving save.
The Bobcats held the 2-1 lead
until Butwid's first goal with al-

USING HIS head, a Bowling
Green booster propels the ball
high into the air. The soccer
| team engineered a 3-2 upset
over Ohio U. Saturday. Photo

I by Mike Kuhlin.

most two minutes gone in the fourth
and final period. Butwid again
beat OU goalie Darrel Kilpatrick
with seven minutes left in the
game.
The Bowling Green defense held
the Bobcats well in check, concentrating on Sam Roberts, the
high-scoring center forward, Tom
Cranston, and Alex Downie, who
make up the bulk of theOU offense.
Roberts was injured two weeks
ago in the Ohio U-Akron game,
and still has not fully recovered.
The Falcons were able to key their
defense on other Bobcat forwards
because of Roberts' inability to
perform at peak efficiency.
The Falcons dominated play in
the first and fourth periods, while
OU had things pretty much their
way in the third quarter.
"Our men played a beautiful
game today," said Falcon coach
Mickey Cochrane. "Weplayed well
not only defensively, but our offense played the best game it has
played all season. We were just
great.
Cochrane was very pleased with
the job Hall turned in, but he also
had great praise for Kilpatrick,the
Bobcat goalie.
' 'No one could have stopped those
shots on which we scored our goals,
but that guy (Kilpatrick) did one
hecka of a Job for them. The
game would not have been nearly
as close as it was without his
magnificent goal-keeping," commented Cochrane.
Hall was called on to make only
six saves for the entire game,
while Kilpatrick stopped eight
shots, many of which appeared to
be headed into the goal.
Guenter Herold and Pete Farrell
scored two goals apiece to lead
the freshman team to an 8-0 win
over Heidelberg Saturday. The
frosh now are 4-0 on the season
and have yet to be scored upon.
The varsity Falcons will close
out their season Saturday when
they travel to Wooster, Ohio to
play the Wooster Bulldogs. Bowling Green's record now stands
at 2-3-2.

Guest Predicts 17 Of 20
Paul Berman, sophomore in the
College of Business Administration, picked 17 of the 20 games
correctly in last week's pigskin
poll.
Kay Craig, junior in the college
of education, Jerry Govan, assistant sports editor and Jack Hart-

DECEPTIVELY FAST Joe Souliere (26) is all
alone as he nears the goal line on his 70-yard
punt return. The junior defensive backfield
stalwart has scored three touchdowns this sea-

son on long kick returns. Dave Seiter (88) turns
around to block for Souliere. Souliere really
didn't need Seiter as he had out distanced hit
nearest pursuer by five yards.Photo by Hall.

Souliere Stuns MU
By JOHN GUGGER
Assistant Sports Editor
Joe Souliere: color him gone.
Saturday's 70-yard return of
a Marshall punt was the latest
In a series of long runbacks for
Bowling Green's fleet defensive
safety. It was also, by far, the
most sensational.
The play that insured a Falcon
victory and shocked a nearcapacity Homecoming crowd at
Marshall's F airfield Stadium came
early in the fourth quarter with
the Falcons clinging to a 13-6lead.
Souliere took a Marshall punt
over-the-shoulder at his own 30
yard line. Behind a wall of blockers
he scampered up the left sideline
to mid-field. Then, weaving and
threading his way across the entire
field, Souliere continusd down the
far side until cutting back into
the middle of Marshall territory
around the twenty yard line before
waltzing into the end zone.
Not since 1963 had a Marshall
team been hit for a kick return

Sports Notes
By The Associated Press
No Practice Needed

Pro golfers usually practice
diligently before a big tournament
but Gay Brewer of Dallas may have
found a new approach.
Brewer
won
the $60,000
Hawaiian Open yesterday in a
sudden-death playoff with Bob
Goalby. He arrived in Honolulu
days before the tournament began
and spent nine of those days relaxing on the beach. He played golf
Just one of the ten days.

touchdown, and before that you
have to go back to 1959 to find a
similar instance.
Dejected Marshall coachCharlie
Snyder, recalling Souliere's scintillating run said, "Bad as the
field goals (30 and 32-yard field
goals by Jim Perry) were from
our standpoint, the bigggest disappointment of the game to me
was that punt return."
"Our defense against kick returns is one of the things we're
proud of. We work on its techniques constantly. But give the
boy credit, he did a fine piece of
running," Charlie said with a touch
of southern drawl.
Souliere's runback was his third
long-range touchdown return of
the year. In addition, Joe has had
two other TD runs that were called
back. Immediately following Marshall's first quarter touchdown
Souliere broke into open territory
only to be tripped up by the last
Big Green defender on the BG 48.
"I didn't breathe easy until Joe
ran that punt back," said Falcon
coach Bob Gibson. "I think he's
a little deceiving, because he's
alot faster than he looks. Let's
just say I'm a heckuvva punt return coach, " Gibson chided.
. * *
Jim Perry is still another in
the long line of kicking specialists
Bowling Green football teams have
had over the years.

CUFFS NbTtS
-WILL SAVE

THE tWl

Chicago for $16
SUSAN M. KEIRN

Manchester
College, No.
Manchester. Ind
ssys, "Any
student, man
or woman, can
stay at
Chicago's
YMCA Hotel
and enjoy a
weekend for
$16.15. Here is
how I did it.

Fri. P.M.

Dinner at YMCA Hotel
Visit Old Town
Room al Y Hotel

Sat. A.M.

Breakfait at Y Hotel
Art Institute Tour
Lunch at Stouffer's

.60
Free
1.45

Sot. P.M.

Nat. Hilt. Muteum Tour
Dinner at YXolel
Sat. nite dance, Y Hotel
tale Snack
Room at Y Hotel

Free
1.30
.15
.45
3.00

$1.30
3.00
3.00

Sun. A.M. Breakfast at Y Hotel
.60
Worship at Central Church
Lunch at Y Hotel
1.30
Sun. P.M.

Back to Campus
Total $16.15

Ha las Blasts fiefs

The customary blast against ofman, sports editor, each had 15 ficiating has been made again,
this time by George Halas, ownergames picked correctly.
coach of the Bears, who has
John Gugger, assistant sports sounded off before. Halas said
editor chose 14 games correctly the calls by officials in the second
and James Gordon, director of quarter of the game between the
the University news service had Bears and Colts were a comedy
of errors.
13 correct.

PoMT l>0
ITCIFO!

A swinging weekend in

Unitas Hurts Back

The Baltimore Colts are leading
the Western Division
of the
National Football League but they
were hit hard by injuries in their
winning game against the Bears
yesterday.
Crack linebacker Don Shinnick
suffered a broken right arm and
will be out for most of the rest
of the season.
Quarterback John Unitas injured his back and is no better
than a doubtful starter for the
game with the Minnesota Vikings
next Sunday. A club spokesman
said it will be a day-to-day proposition treating Unitas.
Lefensive tackle Guy Reese and
fullback Tony Lorick also were
X-Rayed after the team returned
to Baltimore but the X-Rays were
negative. They probably will be
able to play against the Vikings.

Last year's quarterback Jerry
Ward set a school record with 31
conversions in the sams number
of attempts, breaking the record
held by Asa Elsea. Perry, this
season, had made good on 13 of
14 extra point attempts.
Perry returned to West Virginia
to haunt his home-state college.
A native of Logan, W. Va., Perry
came to Bowling Green on the
footsteps of his brother Chuck,
who played on Falcon teams in
the 1950's. Chuck Perry is currently assistant to the President
at Bowling Green.

MEN • WOMEN • FAMILIES

SHAKESPEARE
IS EASIER
when you let Cliff's Notes
be your guide. Cliff's Notes
explain most of Shakespeare's
plays including Antony and Cleopatra. For each play Cliff's Notes
gives you an expert scene-byscene summary and character
analysis. In minutes, your understanding will increase. Cliff's
Notes cover
more than 125
major plays and
novels. Use
them to earn
better grades in
all your literature courses
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Hamlet • Macbeth ■ Scarlet Letter ■ Tale
ot.lwo Cities • Moby Dick • Return of the
Native • The Odyssey • Julius Caesar •
Crime and Punishment • The Iliad • Great
Expectations • Huckleberry Finn • King
Henry IV Part I • Wuthering Heights • King
Lear • Pride and Prejudice • Lord Jim •
Othello • Gullivers Travels • Lord of
the Flies
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Reserve OB Cools Herd
JACK HARTMAN
Sports Editor
A left-handed junior who looks
more like a pulling guard than a
quarterback guided Bowling Green
from a six-point deficit to a 20-6
win over Marshall at Huntington,
W. Va„ Saturday, keeping alive
the Falcons' hopes for a share of
the Mid-American Conference
title.
If Bowling Green beats OhioU.
this coming weekend it will finish
in a tie with Miami for the top
spot, both with 5-1 records.Miami
completed its conference schedule
with a win over Toledo last weekend.
Russ Jacques, 5-9 and 170, who
played only sparingly the first
seven games of the season, took
over the Bowling Green offense in
the closing moments of the first
quarter after it had failed to score
the first three times with the ball.
The first time under Jacques"
command, the Falcons moved from
their own 49 to the Marshall 18,
where a fourth down and two plunge
by Tom Leuttke was just inches
short of a first down.
Moments later a Dick Wagoner
interception gave BG the ball on
its own 49. Aggressive blocking
by the offensive line, spirited running by Leuttke (33 yards in five
carries) and halfback Dave Cranmer (18 in three) and Jacques'
generalship put the Falcons in
the Thundering Herd's end zone.
Jim Perry's conversion put the
Falcons ahead 7-6 with 2:17 left
In the half. Marshall had scored
in the first quarter on a 22-yard
gallop by halfbackMickeyJackson.
However, the PAT was wide.
Perry, who is from Logan,
W. Va„ 75 miles southeast of Huntington, put six points on the scoreboard for BG In the third quarter,
booting field goals of 32 and 30
yards.
On both occasions, passes from
Jacques to end Jamie Rivers set
up the scores. The first time
Jacques' bullet pass was right
into Rivers' hands.The junior end
survived a jarring tackle to make
the completion.
Jacques' aerial found Rivers
wide open on the second occasion.

Army Wins

ROTC Game
The ROTC Air Force Drum
and Bugle Corps marched to a
20-6 victory over the ROTC
Army Band in touch football Sunday.
The first major break came on
an interference call which placed
the Air Force deep in Army territory. A quick pass play put
them on the scoreboard and the
extra point made the score 7-0.
The Army quickly retaliated behind quarterback Bob Frink. The
half-time score stood at 7-6, Air
Force.
The Air Force scored twice in
the second half to insure the victory.

The receiver shook off several
tacklers before being downed five
yards upf ield from where he caught
the ball.
Rivers and Jacques were teammates on the undefeated freshman
team of 1963. "We made connections then, too, "Jacques said after
the game.
"He (Jacques) put them right
where I wanted them," Rivers
said. "He did back in our freshman year, too."
Nine of the offensive starters
are used to Jacques' leadership.
They were teammates on that
freshman club. They are ends Bob
Heider and Rivers, tackle Jerry
Hunter, guards Jack Sohn and
Bruce Burdick, center Heath
Wingate, halfbacks Mike Weger and

Cranmer
and fullback Stew
Williams.
Defensive halfback Joe Souliere
provided the offense in the final
quarter. Taking a punt on his own
30, he made it look easy,
scrambling from one side of the
•field to the other and finally crossing the goalline near the middle.
Perry added the extra point that
ended the scoring at 20-6.
Souliere has earned the right to
be an honorary member of the offense. Three times this season
he
has
returned kicks for
touchdowns and four times he has
intercepted an enemy pass, thus
turning the ball over to the offense.
His interception in the third
quarter against Marshall led to
the first field goal.
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Skins Top Harriers;
BG Places Fourth
By JIM MEIGHAN
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon frosh squad got fifth
Powerful Miami's R'dskins
clipped favored Western Michigan place in the M*C freshman chamUniversity to win Saturday's Mid- pionships. The leading yearling
American Conference cross coun- runner was Jim Baker who finishtry championship by a two point ed eleventh followed by J im Hannaken, in seventeenth.
margin.
Miami scored 42 points, WestThe Freshman contest was won
ern, second had 44 and Ohio U. by a strong Miami squad.
finished third with 79. Bowling
Lireen grabbed fourth scoring 97,
nipping Kent State who had 103.
Marshall finished sixth with 188
points and Toledo rounded out
the scoring with 203.
Miami rallied to avenge an earlier season loss to the Broncos.
The individual crown went to Ohio
University's Elmore Banton.
Banton, the defending national
champion, covered the six mile
course in 29:55. Second place went
to Kent's sophomore ace Sam Bair.
Bob Parks was the first Falcon
to cross the wire, as he captured
twelfth
place in 31:20, setting
a new Bowling Green six-mile
cross country record. Bill Kerns
and Steve Strominger, the Falcons
co-captains, backed up Parks as
Kerns finished 10 seconds behind him in fourteenth and Strominger twenty second. Sophomore
Ron Nichoson was twenty third and
Bob Knoll another Falcon sophomore was twenty sixth. StanChapman came in twenty eighth and Dan
Sekerak finished twenty-ninth.
Bowling Green's fourth place
finish was looked upon with favor
by coach Mel Brodt. "I think the
fellows ran a terrific race; fourth
place in this league is a commendable finish by any standards,"
said coach Brodt. ' Parks and
Kerns both ran real well although
I think they could have run a little
better," Brodt went on, "When
we run our next six mile race
they should both turn in better
performances, but just being in
the top 15 in a race as tough
as the MAC is quite an accompolishment."
Last year the Falcons finished
fifth in the MAC and claimed a
third in 1963.

SCRAMBLING DAVE Cranmer (39, with ball) pulls loos* from I
two Marshall defenders during Saturday's contest. Cranmer'si
running helped set up the Falcons' first touchdown. Photo byl
Richard Hall.
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